1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS
(Eligibility Period: January 1, 1988 – December 31, 1988)

THE NOMINATIONS

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY – FOR PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE TRAGEDY OF PAN AM FLIGHT 103</th>
<th>12/21/88</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CBS News)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane Vernardos, Executive Producer; Steve Jacobs, Jack Kelly, Terrence Martin, Senior Producers; Allen Alter, Margery Baker, Steve Glauber, Carolyn Kresky, Jon Myerson, Marquita Pool, John Reade, Anne Reingold, Maureen Schoos, Doug Sefton, Pat Shevlin, Mary Walsh, Susan Zirinsky, Producers; Dan Rather, Anchor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAN AM CRASH</th>
<th>12/21, 12/22/88</th>
<th>NBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Chesnutt, Bruce Cummings, Cheryl Gould, Vernon Hixson, John Holland, Mark Koslow, Marc Kusnetz, Mary Laurence Flynn, David McCormick, Ellen McKeefe, David Page, David Phillips, Rod Prince, Ira Silverman, William Whetley, Jr, Producers; Tom Brokaw, Anchor; Mike Boettcher, Connie Chung, John Cochran, Fred Francis, Robert Hager, Peter Kent, Brian Ross, Bill Schechner, Correspondents.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HURRICANE WATCH: SPECIAL EDITION</th>
<th>9/15/88</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(48 Hours)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Al Briganti, Steve Glauber, Steve Jacobs, Jack Kelly, Catherine Lasiewicz, Terence Martin, Senior Producers; Brett Alexander, Margery Baker, Lyne Bowens, Nancy Duffy, Jeffrey Fager, Julie Gautier, Lance Heflin, Roberta Hollander, Jonathan Klein, George Osterkamp, John Reade, Anne Reingold, David Schneider, Nancy Solomon, Lucy Spiegel, Ira Sutow, Andrew Tkach, Producers; Dan Rather, Principal Correspondent.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THE MOSCOW SUMMIT</th>
<th>6/1/88</th>
<th>CBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Steve Jacobs, Gordon Joseloff, Linda Mason, Joe Peyronnin, Lane Vernardos, Susan Zirinsky, Senior Producers; Peter Bluff, David Fitzpatrick, Rome Hartman, Quent Neufeld, Joseph Ritchie, Peter Schweitzer, Producers; Wyatt Andrews, Tom Fenton, Charles Kuralt, David Martin, Barry Petersen, Bill Plante, Dan Rather, Correspondents.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A SINGLE BREAKING NEWS STORY - FOR SEGMENTS

PENTAGON FRAUD/MELVYN PAISLEY 6/23, 7/19/88 ABC
(ABC World News Tonight with Peter Jennings)
Paul Friedman, Executive Producer; Donald K. Thrasher, Producer; John Martin, Correspondent.

VINCENNES 8/26/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Naomi Spinrad, Producer; Fred Francis, Correspondent.

THE ASSASSINATION OF ABU JIHAD 4/17/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News, Weekend Edition)
Dale Curran, Mauri Moore, Souhail Rached, Producers; Rick Davis, Martin Fletcher, Correspondents.

INTIFADA - YOUTH BEATEN, TEMPLE MOUNT, HARASSEMENT 2/25, 1/15, 4/6/88 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Peter Bluff, Larry Doyle, Producers; Bob Simon, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY - FOR PROGRAMS

BREAST CANCER - TURNING THE TIDE 3/1/88 PBS
(Nova: Battles in the War on Cancer)
Paula S. Apsell, Executive Producer; Alice Markowitz, Producer; Jane Pauley, Correspondent.

RACE FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTOR 3/29/88 PBS
(Nova)
Paula S. Apsell, Executive Producer; Linda Garmon, Producer.
OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY - FOR PROGRAMS (Cont'd)

BURNING QUESTIONS – THE POISONING OF AMERICA  9/8/88  ABC

Av Westin, Executive Producer; Stuart Schwartz, Senior Broadcast Producer; Philip S. Bergman, Senior Producer; Clark Adams, Bryan Myers, Ann Opotovsky, Sylvia Patterson, Lisa Zeff, Producers; Esther Zucker, Coordinating Producer; Mark Rosenwasser, Editorial Producer; Greg Dobbs, Jed Duvall, Tom Scheil, John Quinones, Ken Kashiwahara, Correspondents.

CAMPAIGN: THE PRIME-TIME PRESIDENT  10/3/88  PBS

Ricki Green, Joan Konner, Executive Producers; Leslie Clark, Jim Wesley, John Wyver, Producers; Harold Evans, Bill Moyers, Correspondents.

CRITICAL CONDITION  9/6/88  SYN

(AIDS Lifeline)

Ron Lorentzen, Executive Producer; David Helvarg, Producer.

NIGHTMARE NEXT DOOR  11/18/88  CBS

(48 Hours)

Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Catherine Lasiewicz, Senior Producer; Lyne Bowens, Stefan Moore, George Osterkamp, David Schneider, Producers; Betsy Aaron, Bernard Goldberg, Bob McNamara, Terence Smith, Correspondents.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME  2/26/88  NBC

Dina Boogard, Producer/Reporter.

YOUR FLIGHT IS CANCELLED  2/16/88  PBS

Robert Drew, Producer; Anne Drew, Producer/Correspondent.

THIS WEEK IN THE HOLY LAND - 2  4/26/88  ABC

(Nightline)

Richard N. Kaplan, Executive Producer; Deborah Leff, William Moore, Betsy West, Senior Producers; Sigal Eadan, Lynn Eshel, Kyle Gibson, Jacques Grenier, Richard Harris, Ali Kaden, Marie Maclean, Herb O'Connor, Gil Pimentel, Dena Samach, Bill Seamans, Susan Sigel, Heather Vincent, Scott Willis, Terry Wrong, Producers; Robert Jordan, Project Producer; Bill Blakemore, Barry Dunsmore, John Laurence, Dean Reynolds, Judd Rose, James Walker, Correspondents.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE CURRENT STORY - FOR SEGMENTS

STILL ON THE WRONG TRACK 6/3/88 ABC
(20/20)
Martin Clancy, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent.

BOATING - A DEADLY PLEASURE 8/26/88 ABC
(20/20)
John Fielding, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent.

COMMERCIAL FISHING 8/11/88 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Josh Howard, Producer; Peter Van Sant, Correspondent.

FALL FROM GRACE 3/11/88 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
Janice Tomlin, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent.

KIDS WITH AIDS 11/30/88 ABC
(ABC World News Tonight)
Robin Gradison, Producer; Carole Simpson, Correspondent.

A FORMULA FOR TRAGEDY 2/12/88 ABC
(20/20)
Rob Wallace, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent.

BROTHERS 4/29/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
John Block, Producer; John Hart, Correspondent.

POISON GAS 12/2/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Denise Baker, Producer; Rick Davis, Correspondent.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM - FOR PROGRAMS

MURDER ON THE RIO SAN JUAN 4/19/88 PBS
(Frontline)
Charles Stuart, Marcia Izaguirre Vivancos, Producers; Larry Lewmann, Reporter.

WHO SHOT PRESIDENT KENNEDY? 11/15/88 PBS
(Nova)
Paula S. Apsell, Executive Producer; Robert Richter, Producer; Walter Cronkite, Correspondent.

SOMEBODY'S LISTENING 7/10/88 PBS
(America Today)
John Fosholt, Producer; Ward Lucas, Reporter.

PRAISE THE LORD 1/26/88 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Stephanie Tepper, Producer.

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM - FOR SEGMENTS

MORE HYPE THAN HOPE 12/16/88 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
John Fielding, Producer; Lynn Sherr, Correspondent.

KOREA REPORTS - PROSTITUTION, BLACK MARKET, HELICOPTERS 6/28, 9/20, 9/21/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Ira Silverman, Vic Walter, Producers; Brian Ross, Correspondent.

NO JUSTICE AT ALL 7/29/88 ABC
(ABC 20/20)
Steve Brand, Producer; Hugh Downs, Correspondent.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM - FOR SEGMENTS (Cont'd)

MEN OF GOD: BORROWING ON FAITH 2/6/88 CBS
(West 57th)
Jane Stone, Producer; Meredith Vieira, Correspondent.

CUTTING CORNERS, COSTING LIVES 7/22/88 ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
Mary Whittington, Producer; Tom Jarriel, Correspondent

JAIL RAPE 8/23/88 NBC
(NBC News Summer Showcase)
Roger B. Sims, Producer; Noah Nelson, Correspondent.

FOREIGN AGENT 10/16/88 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Charles Lewis, Producer; Mike Wallace, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWERS - FOR PROGRAMS

VOICES OF ISRAEL 5/23/88 SYN
(The Christian Science Monitor Reports)
Richard O'Regan, Executive Producer; Don McNeill, Producer/Correspondent.

MASKS OF ETERNITY 6/27/88 PBS
(Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth With Bill Moyers)
Joan Konner, Alvin H. Perlmutter, Executive Producers; Catherine Tatge, Producer; Bill Moyers, Correspondent.

BERRY BRAZELTON 10/24, 10/25/88 PBS
(Bill Moyers' World of Ideas)
Kate Roth Knull, Producer; Bill Moyers, Correspondent.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWERS - FOR PROGRAMS (Cont'd)

ANNE WORTHAM 9/21, 9/22/88 PBS
(Bill Moyers' World of Ideas)
Betsy McCarthy, Producer; Bill Moyers, Correspondent.

VARTAN GREGORIAN 11/15/88 PBS
(Bill Moyers' World of Ideas)
Gail Pellett, Producer; Bill Moyers, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/INTERVIEWERS - FOR SEGMENTS

AUSTRIAN PRESIDENT KURT WALDHEIM 2/15/88 ABC
(ABC News Nightline)
Rick Kaplan, Producer; Ted Koppel, Pierre Salinger, Reporters.

MAXIMUM MORPHONIOS 12/11/88 CBS
(60 Minutes)
James W. Jackson, Producer; Harry Reasoner, Correspondent.

GEORGE BURNS 11/6/88 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Ruth Streeter, Producer; Ed Bradley, Correspondent.

CONNALLY 2/28/88 CBS
(60 Minutes)
Chris Whipple, Producer; Diane Sawyer, Correspondent.

SOVIET DENTIST 5/25, 6/3/88 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Robert Anderson, Peter Schweitzer, Producers; Charles Kuralt, Correspondent.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING INTERVIEW/ INTERVIEWERS - FOR SEGMENTS (Cont'd)

EDWARD TELLER
(60 Minutes)
12/18/88 CBS
Ira Rosen, Producer; Mike Wallace, Correspondent.

CARA'S STORY
(60 Minutes)
10/30/88 CBS
Marti Galovic Palmer, Producer; Morley Safer, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY - FOR PROGRAMS

ELECTION '88 WRAPUP
(CE Newsmagazine)
11/3/88 PBS
Harry Moses, Executive Producer; Marion Goldin, Allan Maraynes, Producers; Laurel Barclay, Suki Cheong, Jonathan Zachary, Correspondents.

WAR ON THE WEST BANK
(CE Newsmagazine)
12/1/88 PBS
Harry Moses, Executive Producer; Judith Moses, Producer; Jonathan Zachary, Correspondent.

DRUNK OR SOBER
(48 Hours)
11/10/88 CBS
Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Al Briganti, Senior Producer; Nancy Duffy, George Osterkamp, David Schneider, Denise Schreiner, Producers; John Blackstone, Frank Currier, Bernard Goldberg, Erin Moriarty, Correspondents.

... AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
9/9/88 PBS
Louis Malle, Producer/Correspondent.

48 HOURS ON GANG STREET
(48 Hours)
6/30/88 CBS
Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Steve Glauber, Senior Producer; Brett Alexander, Lance Heflin, David Schneider, Nancy Solomon, Ira Sutow, Producers; Jerry Bowen, Victoria Corderi, David Dow, Bernard Goldberg, Correspondents.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY - FOR PROGRAMS (Cont'd)

FAITH UNDER FIRE 4/14/88 CBS
(48 Hours)
Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Al Briganti, Senior Producer; Brett Alexander, Lyne Bowens, George Osterkamp, Denise Schreiner, Clem Taylor, Producers; Frank Currier, Bob Faw, Charlie Rosen, Bill Whitaker, Correspondents.

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY - FOR SEGMENTS

IRAN 3/31, 4/1/88 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Doug Sefton, Producer; Anthony Mason, Correspondent.

SOVIET TRAIN 5/25, 6/1/88 CBS
(CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)
Tom Bettag, Executive Producer; Peter Schweitzer, Producer; Charles Kuralt, Correspondent.

JAPAN'S HOMELESS 10/25/88 ABC
(ABC's World News Tonight)
Ray Homer, Sakuya Oka, Producers; Mark Litke, Correspondent.

PALESTINIAN UPRISING 1/22, 1/27, 4/3/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Tom Keenan, Jim Maceda, Victor Solis, Producers; Martin Fletcher, Correspondent.

SUDAN FAMINE 10/8, 10/11, 11/30 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Bishr Eltouni, Pat Thompson, Producers; Jim Bitterman, Correspondent.
1988 NATIONAL NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY EMMY AWARDS - NOMINATIONS (Cont'd)

OUTSTANDING COVERAGE OF A CONTINUING NEWS STORY - FOR SEGMENTS (Cont'd)

BANGLADESH HEALTH CRISIS 10/17/88 CBS
(CBS This Morning)
Tom Anderson, Producer; Dr. Bob Arnot, Correspondent.

PAT ROBERTSON 3/5/88 CBS
(CBS News, West 57th)
Jane Stone, Producer; Meredith Vieira, Correspondent.

HOMELESS IN AMERICA: SUFFER THE CHILDREN 3/19/88 CBS
(West 57th)
Glenn Silber, Producer; Meredith Vieira, Correspondent.

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING - FOR PROGRAMS

CAN THE VATICAN SAVE THE SISTINE CHAPEL? 10/4/88 PBS
(Nova)
Paula S. Apsell, Executive Producer; Susanne Simpson, Producer.

AFRICAN ODYSSEY 1/20/88 PBS
(National Geographic Special)
James Lipscomb, Producer.

AUSTRALIA'S TWILIGHT OF THE DREAMTIME 2/10/88 PBS
(National Geographic Special)
Stanley Breeden, Belinda Wright, Producers.

BLIND 6/17/88 PBS/WNET
Frederick Wiseman, Producer.

JFK: IN HIS OWN WORDS 11/6/88 HBO
Peter W. Kunhardt, Producer.
OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING - FOR PROGRAMS (Cont'd)

DEAF 6/18/88 PBS/WNET
Frederick Wiseman, Producer.

JFK: A TIME REMEMBERED 11/22/88 PBS
Diana Susskind Laptook, Executive Producer; Mark Obenhaus, Producer
Elizabeth Kreutz, Co-Producer.

THE RHINO WAR 2/28/88 TBS
(National Geographic Explorer)
Tim Kelly, Tom Simon, Executive Producers; Judy Hallet, Michael Rosenfeld, Senior Producers, Philip Cayford, Producer.

AMERICAN GAME, JAPANESE RULES 4/26/88 PBS
(Frontline)
David Fanning, Executive Producer; Ofra Bikel, Producer.

OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING - FOR SEGMENTS

THE FREEING OF CHRISTY NOLAN 11/4/88 ABC
(20/20)
Kate Wenner, Producer; Bob Brown, Correspondent.

WHITE ROSE: WAR AND REMEMBRANCE 2/20/88 CBS
(West 57th)
Rob Hershman, Producer; Steve Kroft, Correspondent; Andrew Lack, Executive Producer.

OUR TOWN: A MATTER OF PRINCIPAL 5/7/88 CBS
(West 57th)
Peter Michaelis, Producer; Steve Kroft, Correspondent.
OUTSTANDING INFORMATIONAL, CULTURAL OR HISTORICAL PROGRAMMING - FOR SEGMENTS (Cont'd)

SAMMY 10/28/88  ABC
(ABC News 20/20)
Joe Pfifferling, Producer; Bob Brown, Correspondent.

BELLE GLADE 12/17/88  CBS
(West 57th)
Kenneth Fink, Producer; Steve Kroft, Correspondent.

MARRIAGE LICENSE BUREAU 2/13/88  CBS
(West 57th)
Ray Farkas, producer.

CHILDREN IN CRISIS: SAVING FACE 3/12/88  CBS
(West 57th)
Alan B. Goldberg, Producer; Meredith Vieira, Correspondent.

BROADWAY BABY 12/3/88  CBS
(West 57th)
Pauline Canny, Producer; Bob Sirott, Correspondent.

THE ART OF PAIN 10/2/88  CBS
(Sunday Morning with Charles Kuralt)
Lee Reichenthal, Producer; Harry Smith, Correspondent; Linda S. Mason, Executive Producer; E. S. Lamoreaux, III, William H. Moran, Senior Producers.

SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY--PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT

ESSAYS 1988  PBS
(MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour)
Lester M. Crystal, Executive Producer; Julie Klapper, Kate Olson, Producers; Jim Fisher, Anne Taylor Fleming, Robert Maynard, Clarence Page, Roger Rosenblatt, Amel Wallach, Reporters; Michael Saltz, Supervising Producer.
A VISION SHARED: A TRIBUTE TO WOODY GUTHRIE AND LEADBELLY 12/3/88 PBS/Showtime
Jerry Durkin, Deborah Newman, Executive Producers; Jim Brown, Harold Leventhal, Producers.

WE SHALL OVERCOME 8/27/88 PBS
Jim Brown, Ginger Brown, Harold Leventhal, Producers.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE LAW 2/3/88 PBS
Gloria Penner, Executive Producer; Paul Espinosa, Producer/Correspondent.

MRS. GARRETT'S SONG 9/25/88 CBS
(Sunday Morning)
Donna Inserra, Producer; Ron Allen, Reporter.

JOSEPH CAMPBELL AND THE POWER OF MYTH WITH BILL MOYERS 6/88 PBS
Joan Konner, Alvin H. Perlmutter, Executive Producers; Catherine Tatge, Producer; Bill Moyers, Correspondent.

RUNAWAYS 1/88 CBS
(48 Hours)
Andrew Heyward, Executive Producer; Al Briganti, Steve Glauber, Catherine Lasiewicz, Senior Producers; Bernard Goldberg, Dan Rather, Correspondents.

LIVING WITH AIDS 7/19/88 PBS
(P.O.V.)
Tina DiFeliciantonio, Producer.

AMERICA'S CHILDREN OF WAR SYN
(The Christian Science Monitor Reports)
Richard O'Regan, Producer; David K. Willis, Producer/Correspondent.
SPECIAL CLASSIFICATION FOR OUTSTANDING NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY—INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT

48 HOURS IN AIDS ALLEY, DRUNK OR SOBER, INSIDE THE VATICAN 1988 CBS
(48 Hours)
Bernard Goldberg, Producer/Correspondent.

CAMPAIGN '88; 1988 IN REVIEW 11/9, 12/30/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
Frank Shanbacker, Producer.

THE UNQUIET DEATH OF ELI CREEKMORE 5/3/88 PBS
David Davis, Producer.

NIGHTLINE IN THE HOLY LAND--2 4/26/88 ABC
(Nightline)
Roger Goodman, Director; Richard Mulliner, Technical Manager; Stanley Spiro, Associate Director; Gary Boyarsky, Technical Director; Frank Grillo, Telecommunications; George Berger, John Lory, Audio; Stu Gordon, Bill Hatch, Norm Hill, Roger Liggins, Camera; Terri Edwards, Videotape.

LAS MADRES: THE MOTHERS OF PLAZA DE MAYO 8/2/88 PBS
(P.O.V.)
Susana Munoz, Lourdes Portillo, Producers.

JOHN BLOCK'S SPECIAL PEOPLE 3-5/88 NBC
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)
John Block, Producer.

LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL 5/1/88 CBS
(Sunday Morning)
Bill Geist, Correspondent.
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS & DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING

**WRITERS**

ROBERT C. DOTSON
Assignment America  
(NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw)  
10/7, 12/23/88  
NBC

ANTHONY POTTER

ERIC SEVAREID

Eric Sevareid: Not So Wild a Dream  
(The American Experience)  
10/25/88  
PBS

DAVID DAVIS

The Unquiet Death of Eli Creekmore  
5/3/88  
PBS

STANLEY BREEDEN

Australia's Twilight of the Dreamtime  
(National Geographic Special)  
2/10/88  
PBS

**DIRECTORS**

MARK D. OBENHAUS

JFK: A Time Remembered  
11/22/88  
PBS

ROGER GOODMAN

Nightline in the Holy Land: Town Meeting  
(Nightline)  
4/26/88  
ABC

DEBORAH SHAFFER

Fire From the Mountain  
(P.O.V.)  
7/12/88  
PBS

CHRISTINE NOSCHESE

Metropolitan Avenue  
(P.O.V.)  
8/16/88  
PBS

GEORGE T. NIERENBERG

That Rythm, Those Blues  
(The American Experience)  
12/6/88  
PBS
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

RESEARCHERS

LILI FRANCKLYN
AMY WRAY
The Rhino War
(National Geographic Explorer) 2/28/88 TBS

MARLON T. RIGGS
Ethnic Notions 2/1/88 PBS

MICHHELLE D. HARRIS
The Great Upset of '48 11/2/88 PBS

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

WILLIAM LIVINGSTON
Racing With The Sun
(National Geographic Explorer) 9/25/88 TBS

NORRIS BROCK
Inside the Soviet Circus
(National Geographic Special) 3/9/88 PBS

PETER SCHNALL
Berlin: A Tale of Two Cities
(National Geographic Explorer) 12/4/88 TBS

STANLEY BREEDEN
BELINDA WRIGHT
Australia's Twilight of the Dreamtime
(National Geographic Special) 2/10/88 PBS

PAUL ATKINS
MIKE DeGRUY
Hawaii: Islands of the Fire Goddess
(Nature) 2/14/88 PBS
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

ELECTRONIC CAMERAPERSONS

FABRICE MOUSSUS
Nablus Piece (Nightline in the Holy Land: Town Meeting) 4/26/88 ABC

JIM DOUGLAS
Greetings from the North Shore (America Today) 12/25/88 PBS

JIM DOUGLAS
ALS: A Love Story, Images from the North (America Today) 11/13, 12/25/88 PBS

DAVE DELOZIER
Howling, Grandest Winter, A World Apart (America Today) 1/17, 3/27, 8/14/88 PBS

SOUND

RICK PATTERSON
Inside the Soviet Circus (National Geographic Special) 3/9/88 PBS

THOMAS BRANDAU PETER MILLER
RICK DIOR LEE ORLOFF
JAMES FABER WILLIAM SAROKIN
DAVID HEWITT JESS SORACI
WILLIAM MARINO
Sarafina! Words of Freedom ... Songs of Hope 12/28/88 NBC

BELINDA WRIGHT
Australia's Twilight of the Dreamtime 2/10/88 PBS
(National Geographic Special)
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

SOUND (Cont'd)

DAVID FLUHR

The Geometry of Life (The Infinite Voyage) 6/1/88 PBS

RICK PATTERSON

The Search for Ancient Americans (The Infinite Voyage) 9/7/88 PBS

TAPE EDITORS

RICHARD HYJEK
JOHN STEPHEN

Greetings from the North Shore (America Today) 12/25/88 PBS

BONNIE CUTLER

The Foley Artist (West 57th) 11/12/88 CBS

CINDY KUHN

The Warriors, Hell Week (48 Hours) 5/26/88 CBS

WARREN LUSTIG

1988: Year in Review (CBS Evening News with Dan Rather) 12/30/88 CBS

INA SMITH

America Works (Today Show) 11/10, 11/17, 11/24/88 NBC

JESS BUSHYHEAD

1988: The Year in Review (Today Show) 12/30/88 NBC
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

TAPE EDITORS (Cont'd)

HARVEY BEAL  DEAN IRWIN
CRIS VON BENGE  GARY MOSCATO
BARRY GINGOLD  DON PALMORE
GLENN HUNSBERGER  GEORGE SCHIFINI

10th Anniversary Special  6/10/88  ABC
(20/20)

FILM EDITORS

HOLLY K. FINE

The Wall Within  6/2/88  CBS
(CBS Reports)

DOUGLAS WATERMAN

The Search for Ancient Americans  9/7/88  PBS
(The Infinite Voyage)

GARY HINES

The Wetlands  1/11/88  PBS
(Conserving America)

ARNOLD GLASSMAN

Elizabeth Bishop: One Art  4/7/88  PBS
(Voices and Visions)

CONNIE RHINEHART

Opal Dreaming  11/13/88  TBS
(National Geographic Explorer)

MARGOT FRANCIS

JOAN MORRIS

Sarafina! Words of Freedom ... Songs of Hope  12/28/88  NBC

JOHN DABNEY

Inside the Soviet Circus  3/9/88  PBS
(A National Geographic Special)
LIGHTING DIRECTORS

RONALD E. AUFDEM-BRINKE

The Wall Within 6/2/88 CBS
(CBS Reports)

TOM GAVIN
TOM FELDMAN
AL MEYERS

A Vision Shared 12/5/88 PBS

MARTIN S. DICK

West 57th 6/25, 11/19/88 CBS

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

FLOYD GILLIS

Addiction 11/2/88 PBS
(The Mind)

JOHN ANDREWS
TODD RUFF

Adam Smith's Money World 1/16, 5/21, 10/29/88 PBS

11/14-28/88 CBS

STEVEN BESNER
BRUCE JENSEN
NED STEINBERG

JFK Remembered (CBS Evening News with Dan Rather)

TITLE SEQUENCES

ELLEN KAHN
SCOTT MILLER

The Reporters 12/10, 12/17, FOX
12/24/88
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OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

TITLE SEQUENCES (Cont'd)

RICHARD GREENBERG

USA Today: The Television Show 9/12, 9/14, 9/15/88 SYN

ART DIRECTORS

JIM FENHAGEN
ROGER GOODMAN

Nightline in the Holy Land: Town Meeting 4/26/88 ABC
(Nightline)

JEREMY CONWAY

USA Today: The Television Show 9/16/88 SYN

YEORCOS LAMPATHAKIS

Mysteries of Mankind 4/20/88 PBS
(National Geographic Special)

MUSIC

TERRY OLFIELD

Australia's Twilight of the Dreamtime 2/10/88 PBS
(National Geographic Special)

WILLIAM LOOSE

JACK TILLAR

The Geometry of Life 6/1/88 PBS
(The Infinite Voyage)

CHARLES KUSKIN

The American Experience 10/4/88 PBS
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT IN A CRAFT IN NEWS AND DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMMING (Cont'd)

MUSIC (Cont'd)

RICHARD PEASLEE
Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth
with Bill Moyers

6/88    PBS

L.E.E. HOLDRIIDGE

The Explorers: A Century of Discovery
(National Geographic Special)

10/12/88    PBS

* * * * * * *

NOMINATIONS PER NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOMINATIONS</th>
<th>NETWORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>PBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>CBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SYNDICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PBS/WNET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FOX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PBS/Showtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HBO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued ...
PROGRAMS WITH MULTIPLE NOMINATIONS

National Geographic Special 11
West 57th 11
ABC Newsmagazine 20/20 10
NBC News with Tom Brokaw 10
48 Hours 8
CBS Evening News with Dan Rather 8
Nightline 6
60 Minutes 6
America Today 5
National Geographic Explorer 4
Nova 4
P.O.V 4
Joseph Campbell and the Power of Myth 3
Bill Moyers' World of Ideas 3
Frontline 3
American Experience 3
Infinite Voyage 3
CBS Reports 2
Today Show 2
Sarafina! 2
Unquiet Death of Eli Creekmore 2
CBS News on Sunday Morning 2
ABC World News Tonight 2
CBS News 2
A Vision Shared 2
JFK: A Time Remembered 2
CE Newsmagazine 2
Christian Science Monitor Reports 2
USA Today 2

* * * * * * *